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ABSTRACT
Recent news about various attack vectors document how
exploitation techniques are rapidly evolving into the mo-
bile realm. New approaches for detecting attack traces in
network traffic are needed for handheld devices that com-
monly own limited resources, but multiple, heterogeneous
network interfaces. In this poster, we report on early re-
sults for statistical traffic analysis based on the Shannon
Entropy. Unlike previous work, our time-frequency analy-
sis extracts the non-stationary properties of entropy signals.
From this context-adaptive technique, we obtain a clear sig-
nature of binary instructions and can also detect embedded
shellcode.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer-Comm. Networks]: General—Secu-
rity and protection
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mobile handsets have transformed from mere telephones

to mobile computers with almost permanent network con-
nectivity. Highly enriched functions have introduced a wide
range of attack vectors to handhelds, as previously known
only from desktops. At the same time, users have begun
to shift their platform of choice for services like personal
organization, social networking, and online banking to their
smartphones which accumulate personal data today. All this
has turned mobile phones into a valuable target for attackers
from all over the world.

Many security procedures and tools known from PCs and
Laptops are not readily available and often not even applica-
ble to smartphones [1]. For example, identifying anomalies
by scanning a data stream for a set of given signatures is
not efficient on a mobile system, as it would require access
to a signature-database on the node and put strain on the
memory resources of the system. Additionally, exploits are
rapidly arising and may be unknown to a signature-based
protector. It is therefore important to define lightweight,
universal protective actions that are able to detect suspi-
cious network traces from first principles. Consecutive ac-
tions may further evaluate such first-level alarms.

In this work, we employ a statistical analysis of the infor-
mation content obtained from network streams to detect po-

tential anomalies in real-time. We observe and construe the
Shannon Entropy of the byte sequences in a window-based
approach, donating special focus to non-stationary patterns.
While previous work [2, 3] has used (stationary) entropy av-
erages to roughly distinguish data types, we apply a (like-
wise window-based) Short-term Fourier Transform (STFT)
to the entropy signal and obtain a clear signature of instruc-
tion code from thresholding. This method is also suitable
to detect embedded shellcode. It was tested at binaries (elf,
ARM, PE) and 34 malware samples with promising results.

In the remainder, we outline our methods (§ 2), and present
our results discursively (§ 3).

2. METHODOLOGY
The information density or entropy (H) in a sequence of

symbols was quantified by Shannon [4] with the formula

H(X) = −
n∑

i=1

p(Xi) log2 p(Xi).

When applied to the Byte-level, X is a random variable with
256 possible values Xi that attain relative frequencies p(Xi).
X yields entropy scores between 0 and 8.
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Figure 1: Entropy sequence for different file types

For a given Byte-stream, we calculate average entropy val-
ues in a sliding window of 256 Bytes length and obtain a re-
gional information density as a function of the Byte index.
Characteristic examples are displayed in Figure 1. Entropy
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Figure 2: Characteristic signatures: Short-time Fourier Transform of entropy values for different file types

sequences vary for different data types on average level, over-
all shape and oscillations. The compressed PDF format ex-
hibits high entropy scores with fine granular fluctuations,
whereas regular text has lower values and reduced frequen-
cies. Both can be easily distinguished by average values.
Machine code on the contrary is not well characterised by
an average, but attains an overall curved shape due to the
internal structure of programs files.

We are interested in separating instruction code from reg-
ular traffic without accounting for individual data formats.
Such distinction should become significant in the frequency
domain. To preserve the local contexts of the non-stationary
entropy signals, i.e., to identify the relation between the vari-
ance of frequency and time (Byte-index), we apply window-
based Short-time Fourier Transforms

STFT [H](m,ω) =

∞∑
n=−∞

X(n)W (n−m)eiωn.

Transformation is done with a fine-granular view using a
short, rectangular window W of four Bytes and a sampling
interval of one. Finally, as we search for the distribution in
frequency space, we convert to absolute values and arrive at
the Spectrogram[H] = ‖STFT [H](m,ω)‖2. The Spectro-
gram displays the distribution in frequency-index space and
serves as our distinct signature to sort out instruction code.

It is worth noting that all algorithms are applied to small
windows only, and thus are applicable to Byte-streams. The
numerical complexity is the function w logw of the window
size w and thus constant.

3. EVALUATION & RESULTS
This technique has been applied to a large number of regu-

lar samples taken from the data formats text, HTML, JPG,
PDF, as well as from binary code files and 35 samples of
embedded malware. The latter had been captured in previ-
ous experiments at a high interaction honeypot. Systemat-
ically we observe continuous significant weights at high fre-
quencies for compressed formats, and insignificant weights
at non-zero frequencies for text-style formats, while instruc-
tion code sequences admit significant weights for intermedi-
ate frequencies, only. Such characteristic values are easily
identified by thresholding.

These concepts are visualized in Figure 2. We have plotted
the spectrograms using three contour levels: High weights
(≥ 20) are in white, medium weights (between 10 and 20) in
grey, and low weights (< 10) remain dark. Not only the dif-
ference between uncompressed (Fig. 2(a)) and compressed
(Fig. 2(b)) data becomes clearly visible, but also machine

code (Fig. 2(c)) can be readily identified. The latter is of
interest, when shellcode is embedded (Fig. 2(d)).

The visual characteristics displayed in figure 2 have been
manually verified as stable for a few dozen samples of each
format type. Thus, this time-dependent entropy fingerprint-
ing should be detectable by a window-based threshold ex-
traction of weights. In our ongoing experiments, we applied
an Extended H-maxima transform filter to the image data,
which is capable of isolating image regions that fall within
a value range. At the current stage, we can reliably sort
out text-type and compressed data (without any false posi-
tives), but still encounter false negatives when testing code
samples. We are optimistic that a fine-tuning of filters in
future work will reliably identify the clear visual effects.

Alltogether, the set of algorithmic steps remains window-
based and fully applicable to real-time byte streams.

4. CONCLUSIONS & OUTLOOK
We have presented a first view on a new signature for de-

tecting unwanted instruction code received in network traf-
fic. This lightweight approach is particularly suited for mo-
bile devices that are soon expected to face various attacks
at heterogeneous network interfaces attached to unprotected
radio regimes. The underlying method is based on a sta-
tistical entropy evaluation that accounts for non-stationary
properties of the signal that characterize machine code.

In future work, much testing and optimization needs to
be done to arrive at a detection tool of high precision. Our
near-term development plans target at the Android platform
to build a first prototype for the real-world.
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